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experiments to tZ production via FCNC in its second stage of operation is also performed.
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1. Introduction
In the Standard Model (SM) top quark Flavour Changing Neutral Current (FCNC) processes
are forbidden at tree level and are highly suppressed at higher orders due to the GIM mechanism. In
Beyond Standard Model physics the top FCNC branching ratios can be enhanced by several orders
of magnitude, providing an optimal scenario to search new physics.
In order to experimentally search for these processes it is useful to have a parameterisation
and simulation of the most general top quark FCNC Lagrangian. Here we present a UFO model
[1] that attempts to perform these tasks as well as some results obtained with it.

We have created a UFO model based on the most general effective Lagrangian including terms
of mass dimension six. Dimension-five gauge invariant operators are not considered because they
violate total lepton and baryon number conservation. The most general dimension-six gauge invariant lagrangian can be written as [2]
L (6) =

1
Cx Ox + h.c. ,
Λ2 ∑
x

(2.1)

with Cx a complex number, Ox a dimension-six gauge invariant operator and Λ is the New Physics
scale. In [3, 4] a list containing a complete set of non-redundant operators Ox is presented. Using
that list the following lagrangian is obtained
e

gs

LEFT =

∑ [ 2mt q̄T a σ µν (ζqtL PL + ζqtR PR )tGaµν + 2mt q̄σ µν (λqtL PL + λqtR PR )tAµν +

q=u,c

gw µ L
gw
1
+
q̄γ (Xqt PL + XqtR PR )tZµ +
q̄σ µν (KqtL PL + KqtR PR )tZµν + √ q̄(ηqtL PL + ηqtR PR )tH] + h.c.
2cw
4cw MZ
2
(2.2)
in position-space for direct implementation in FeynRules [5]. In the UFO model the parameters
can be complex numbers by letting the user define their real and imaginary parts. The UFO model
can be obtained in [6].

3. Results
With the UFO model we generated samples of tγ, tZ and tH events with MadGraph [7]. In tZ
production the normalized distributions of the pT , η, φ and energy of the top quark and Z boson as
well as in the mass and energy distribution of the tZ system are not sensitive to the chiralities of the
different couplings neither to their strength. However when tZ is exclusively produced through a
gut, gct, Zut or Zct anomalous couplings differences in the shapes of the distributions are observed.
We found analogous results for tγ and tH production.
We also studied the kinematical distributions of the decay products of tZ in the trileptonic
channel using a detector level simulation with Delphes [8] and an analysis based on the one used
by CMS [9]. A fair agreement was found between the obtained events yields and those reported
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by CMS [9]. It was observed that left-handed (LH) couplings produce b-jets with lower pT and
leptons from the W (hereafter denoted the W leptons) with higher pT in comparison with righthanded (RH) couplings. Furthermore, a significant difference is observed on the angle between the
W lepton momentum in the top-quark rest frame and the top-quark momentum in the laboratory
frame (θ ∗ ). The fraction of events is an increasing (decreasing) function of cos θ ∗ for LH (RH)
couplings, see Figure 1.
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Figure 1: a) The blue arrow is the momentum of the W lepton in the reference frame in which the top is
at rest. θ ∗ is the angle between the momentum of this lepton with the direction of the top in the laboratory
reference frame. b) Dependency of the cos(θ ∗ ) normalized distributions on the chirality of a gut coupling at
detector-level. The results for other coupling natures and strengths are identical.

A multivariate-analysis was performed in order to separate signal from background at 13 TeV.
We used a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) implemented with TMVA [10] that was trained and tested
with WZ+jets and signal samples generated with MadGraph. Half of the events of these samples were randomly selected to be used in the training phase. To train the BDT we included the
discriminating variables used by CMS, except the CSV b-tagging discriminator. We also used as
discriminating variables the pT of the b-jet and W lepton and cos θ ∗ . The trained BDT was applied
to the same signal samples used to train the BDT and also to a Diboson sample. Next we performed
different cuts on the BDT output followed by a counting experiment in order to extract limits on
the cross-section.
In the literature it is common to find limits on the anomalous couplings kgqt /Λ and kzqt /Λ
with q = u, c. The couplings in the Lagrangian (2.2) can be written in terms of these anomalous
couplings by the change of variables :
ζqtR∗ √ kqct L
= 2
f
2mt
Λ q
KqtR∗
fˆqL kZqt
=√
4MZ
2 Λ

ζqtL∗ √ kgqt R
= 2
f
2mt
Λ q
KqtL∗
fˆqR kZqt
=√
4MZ
2 Λ

,
,

,

(3.1)

,

(3.2)

In Figure 2 you can find the upper limits at 95 % Confidence Level for each anomalous coupling
for both chiralities , asuming that only one is present at a time, and the theoretical cross-section
3
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Figure 2: Limits on the anomalous couplings in the case of a left-handed and right-handed coupling. The
limits for gct and Zct are presented in the left and right plots respectively.

computed with MadGraph. The limits are more constraining for a LH coupling although the dif√
ference is not significant (at the 5% level). These results were obtained for s = 13 TeV and an
integrated luminosity of 10 fb−1 .
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